
The following document is the license for certain V0LT album/song covers.


Section 1: What you can do.

You can… As long as…

1A Share links to the images 
on an official V0LT 
account or site to share 
them with other people.

You don’t share the files, you only share the links to the official 
copy.

1B Create a poster, or other 
product with a V0LT 
cover on it for your own, 
non-profit based use.

You don’t sell any products associated with V0LT covers. This 
does not include gifting them to others without pay.

1C Share V0LT covers from 
an unofficial source.

They are unmodified, and full credit is given to V0LT, along with a 
link to the original source.



Section 2: What you can’t do.
You 
can’t…

Even if… Instead…

2A
 Claim or imply in 
any way you helped 
create or design any 
part of a V0LT cover.

You give some credit to 
V0LT.

Provide a link to the cover on an official 
V0LT site or account, and avoid taking 
credit for V0LT’s work

2B Modify a V0LT cover 
in any way.

You want to do so only for 
personal use.

Leave all covers in their original form.

2C Use a V0LT cover in 
a ‘for-profit’, or 
commercial 
situation.

You give full credit to V0LT Request special permission from 
vieirast@icloud.com if you’d like to use 
a V0LT cover in a for-profit situation.

mailto:vieirast@icloud.com


Section 3: What V0LT reserves the right to do.
We reserve the right 
to…

However, we will…

3A
 Have any content in any form removed and/
or deleted that is associated with any V0LT 
cover.

Accept appeals if you believe the request 
was unwarranted. This doesn’t guarantee 
the content removal will be revoked 
however.

3B Place any content directly or indirectly 
affected by a V0LT cover anywhere on the 
V0LT site, or other V0LT controlled 
accounts.

Give the creator of the content credit, and 
allow them to request to have it removed.

3C Ban any user or group of users from using 
V0LT covers, and from publishing any 
content affected directly or indirectly by any 
V0LT cover.

Accept appeals if you believe the request 
was unwarranted. This doesn’t guarantee 
the usage ban will be revoked.

3D Change this license without notice. Grant a pardon if a user understandably 
misses a license change, and fails to follow 
a newly created or adjusted term.


